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Almost every leader I talk to acknowledges that our culture is shifting.
To reach a changing culture, the church needs to change. Rapidly.
Don’t get me wrong, we don’t need to change the message. Just the
method. One is sacred. The other is not.
What isn’t as clear is what the future church will look like, and what kind of
characteristics will mark those churches.
However, I think a few trends are becoming clear. Not all of these might
be correct, but I think the following eleven traits describe the kind of
churches that will have a significant impact a decade from now.
11 TRAITS OF CHURCHES THAT WILL IMPACT THE FUTURE
Here’s what I see as hallmarks of the churches that will make an impact in
the next decade:
1. The Ability To Say No
One of the reasons churches don’t change is because leaders are unwilling
to say no to current members who prefer things the way they were.
When you learn to say no to the preferences of some current members, you
learn to say yes to a community that is ready to be reached.
2. Outsider Focus
Churches that become passionate about people outside their walls will be
far more effective than churches that are passionate about keeping the few
people they have inside their walls.
Better still, you will have a healthier church. We call individuals who are
fixated on their wants and needs selfish and immature. Selfless and mature

churches will have an impact because of their passion for people God cares
about.
3. Quick Decision Making
If you have a decision-making process that’s slow and complicated, you will
not be able to keep up with the pace of change needed. Having multi-level
approval processes and having to get congregational approval on matters
will block innovation.
If you can’t make a decision within 24 hours, your process is too slow.
And with change happening as radically and unpredictably as it is now, if
you can pivot your organization within 30 days, you’re too slow.

4. Flexibility
You don’t need to change your mission (for the most part), but you do need
to change your methods.
Flexible and adaptable churches that can innovate around strategy and
different initiatives will have the freedom to make the changes they need to
make an impact moving forward.
5. A Willingness To Embrace Smaller To Become Bigger
Mega-churches will continue to grow, but most of us won’t lead megachurches.
When small churches stop trying to be mega-churches, good things can
happen.
In fact, more and more larger churches will start embracing smaller venues,
locations and partnerships to keep growing. A greater number of smaller
venues might be a hallmark of future churches making an impact

6. A Quicker, Lighter Footprint
Churches need a quicker, lighter footprint to grow. If you’re waiting for
millions to build your building, you might wait forever. Get innovative and
start looking at portable and non-traditional ways of growing your ministry.
Quicker, lighter footprints will be necessary.
7. Valuing Online Relationships As Real Relationships
Churches that aren’t online beyond a website are going to miss the boat.
Real interaction with real people online is…well…real.
Sure, face to face is deeper, but people will tell you things online they can’t
muster the courage to tell you face to face. Whether you get them to a ‘real’
church is increasingly debatable. I would love that. But we’ll have to see.
As much as you might hate it, virtual relationships are becoming real
relationships.
8. An Openness To Questions
Most unchurched people today come in with questions that seem weird to
those of us who spent a lifetime in church. Don’t try to answer them right
away.
Churches that understand that embracing questions is as important as
providing immediate answers will make an impact in the future.
We’re discovering that if you embrace questions, the answers eventually find
their way into people’s lives. The Holy Spirit actually does move in people’s
lives.
9. A High Value On Experimentation
The more traditional you are, the less you will value experimentation. The
more successful you are, the less you will value experimentation. If you start
to raise the value of experimentation, you will accelerate change and
flexibility.

The churches that connect with their community will be the churches willing
enough to try a variety of things, and who also have the courage to kill them
as soon as they stop producing results.
10. Prioritizing A For You Not From You Culture
Andy Stanley often talks about what he wants for people, not just what he
wants from them. Churches in decline often think in terms of what they can
get from people – money, time, growth etc.
Churches that will make an impact on the future will be passionate about
what they want for people – financial balance, generosity, the joy of serving,
better families, and of course, Christ at the center of everyone’s life.
11. A Tailored Experience, Not A Tailored Message
You don’t have to tailor the message to unchurched people (see what, but
churches that have an impact will tailor the experience.
There were presents under my tree last Christmas. But I’m not a shopping
mall fan. 90% of my gift buying happened online. The content was the same
– the experience changed.
Churches that decide they will hold the message sacred but tailor the
experience to an ever shifting culture will be more effective.
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